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Most words in this crossword
puzzle are anagrams of other
words in the puzzle, such that
definitions can refer to each
other in such a way as to make
the whole puzzle a logic puzzle
in addition to being a crossword
puzzle. Using the clues below,
figure out what the words are,
and solve the puzzle.

Across
1. add a "p" to 4-down and rearrange; anagram of a word meaning "laborer"
3. anagram of 3 8-down
7. past tense conjugation of a word which is an anagram of its present tense conjugation
11. tellurium; anagram of 3-down
12. Spanish yes, anagram of 5-down
14. abbreviation which is an anagram of 6 1-down
15. change the "en and "t" in 18-down to an "a7' and a "p" and rearrange; anagram of 29-across
17. abbreviation which is an anagram of a word which is a preposition
19. anagram of 37-down
2 1. put in place; anagram for the French translation of 5-down
23. anagram of 40-across
24. anagram of 8-down
26. use the duplicate letters from 13-down to form a new word; anagranl of 35-across
27. things to do; anagram of a word meaning "to turf'
28. anagram of 61-across
29. anagram of 15-across
32. remove the duplicate letters in 32-down and rearrange the rest; anagram of 42-across
34. remove the "n" in 54-down and rearrange the rest; anagram of 56-down
35. abbreviation which is an anagram of 26-across
36. anagram of 1&down
37. remove the "a" in 33-down and rearrange the rest; anagram of 19-across
40. abbreviation which is an anagram of 23-across
4 1. ash can; anagram of a word meaning "a continuous series"
42. anagram of 33-down
44. robs; anagram of 45-down
46. anagram of 63-across
47. use chair; anagram of an apostropl~elesspossessive
48. acronym which is an anagram for another acronym
49. anagram of 39-down
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(Across, continue4
5 1. abbreviation for a kind of road; anagram of a word meaning "multiples of the letter T"
52. promotional materials; anagram of a word meaning "unhappy"
55. evaluate; anagram of word meaning "talks impudently"
57. anagram of 64-down
59. change the "s" in 20-down to an "n" and rearrange; anagram of 24-across
60. abbreviation which is an anagram of a word meaning "the letter N"
61. conjugation of 5-down; anagram of 28-across
63. anagram of 46-across
65. acronym for Lucas's effects company; anagram of word meaning "a unit of length"
66. anagram of 47-down
67. Norse god; anagram of 50-down

Down
1. anagram of 54-down
2. change the "d" in 66-across to a "t" and rearrange; anagram of 20-down
3. anagram of 11-across
4. new; anagram of a word meaning "unity"
5. anagram of 12-across
6. anagram of a word meaning "a Greek letter"
8. anagram of 59-across
9. type of dashes; anagram of an abbreviation
10. remove the "i" and the "1" from 15-across and rearrange the rest; anagram of 1-down
13. anagram of 32-down
16. French the; anagram of Chicago's train
18. anagram of 3-across
20. anagram of 2-down
22. anagram of 33-down
25. anagram of a word meaning "cartographer's output"
27. remove the "i" in 42-across and rearrange the rest; anagram of 47-down
30. male name; anagram of 55-down
3 1. anagram of 26-across
32. anagram of 13-down
33. anagram of 32-across
37. take legal action against; anagram of a word meaning "utilize"
3 8. anagram of 3 1-down
39. remove the "s" in 22-down and rearrange the rest; anagram of 49-across
43. anagram of 58-down
45. anagram of 44-across
47. anagram of 27-down
50. anagram of 67-across
53. lawyer job acronym; anagram of another acronym
54. anagram of 10-down
55. anagram of 30-down
56. remove the "e", the "r", and the "t" in 20-down and rearrange the rest; anagram of 34-across
58. remove the " d , the "p" and the "s" in 47-down and rearrange the rest; anagram of 43-down
62. abbreviation which is an anagram of 14-across
64. anagram of 57-across
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